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Also referrng 0 Attic/c 44 pare 196.2 of the ITU Constitution as amended b theDlenipotentiary Conference held in 1998, radio frequencies and any associatedcrb its. including the geostationary-satellite orbit, are limited natural resources andthey must be used rationally, efficiently and economically, in conformity with theprovisions of the Radio Regulations, so that countries or groups of countries mayhave equitable access to those orbits, taking into account the special needs of thedeveloping countries and the geographical situation of particular countries.

However, it/s observed that the opportunities for the exploitation of GSO have beenfavorable to the developed countries, which are more advanced in terms of financtaland technical capabilities. Therefore, in order to accommodate the needs andinterests of the developing countries, especially equatorial countries Indonesia is ofthe view That we need measures to anticipate the potential of domination of thee.’ploration and exploitation of outer space.

‘Wadame Chair,

In order to defend the interests of the developing countries as well as equatorialcountries, we are of the view that GSO should be regulated tinder particular legalframework or sui generis regime that is in line with outer space treaties and theArticle 44 of the ITU Constitution.

‘ri our view, the future mega constellation satellites perhaps could bring in nevapproaches to establish nation-wide telecommunication network, but for somecountries geostationaty satellites are irreplaceable because of its special geographicconditions. In addition, geostationaty orbit slots are not proportionally distributedamong countries. We welcome the Guidelines L TS which protect CEO region-aventhough more efforts are required to preserve GSC.

in this respect, my delegation would like to propose that UN-COPUOS cent/n tie theefforts to urge, discuss with. and provide recommendations to the ITU to take .ntoconsideration the special needs of the above-menhoned countries concerned.

In such consideration of the interest and needs of the developing countries, as 7e11as their geographical position, we would ike to request that the 050 remain on toeagenca for the 58’ session if the dcientilsc and ‘Acbnicai Subcommittee ‘COPUOS in 2)21
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